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ONE-DIMENSIONALCO!4PUTERSIMULATIONS

OF THE IMPLOSiONOF SIMPLE-SHELLTARGETS

WITH THE LOS ALAMGS TWO-BEAM C02 LASER

(SERIES I)

by

Charles il.Cranfill
— —

ABSTRACT
.

5
--- This report s~arlzes the results of a series of one-dimensional
computer simulationsof the implosion of spherical targets with the

Alamos two-beam CO laser. The simulationswere done with a Los
g-g ~ Alamos version of the ?aser-fusioncode LASNEX originally developed
z~
5.-ccl r

—at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, The targets studied were simple

q~~ :. glass microshells filled with DT gas, and the predicted scaling of

GCn
neutron and X-ray emissions with variations in target and laser para-

~_~eters was determinedfor comparisonwith experimentscurrently under-
==m~ .~..way at Los Alamos, . . ..

I. INTRODUCTION

With the implementationof the Los Alamos two-
beam C02 laser as a target-implosionmachine, a need

has arisen for computer simulationswith which to

compare near-term target experiments. This report

summarizesa series of such simulationsdone with

the Lagrangian laser-fusioncode LASNEX originally

developed at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.*Much

work on target simulationat the 1.06-~ wavelength

of Nd-glass lasers has been reported previously,1-8

but this appears to be the first detailed study at

the 10.6-IMIwavelength of C02 lasers.

There were two main purposes for this study:

first, to aid in the design and interpretationof

experimentson the Los Alamos two-beam CO laser;2
and second, to confirm or improve the accuracy of

the physical model used in LASNEX. Accordingly,a

simple, easily diagnosed target consisting of a

glass microsphere filled with DT gas was chosen,

Since such a target was expected to operate in the

so-called “explodingpusher” mode, synsnetrywas not

considered to be a problem and only one-dimensional

The physical model used in the current Los Alanm
version of the code is outlined in the Appendix.

simulationswere performed for this study.

In the simulations,the targets were taken to
be perfect spherical shells of fused quartz (Si02 at

density 2,204 gm/cm3) filled with equimolar mixtures

of deuterium (D2) and tritium (T2). This ignored

inhomogeneitiesin shell thickness and impurities in

glass composition typically present in actual tar-

gets, but the resulting errors in predicted target

performance should not be severe.

The Los Alamos two-beam C02 laser has a temporal

pulse shape consisting of a roughly linear rise to

peak power fcllowed by an exponential fall. Since

target performance is not very sensitive to the shape

of the fall, it was decided to use a simple triangu-

lar temporal pulse in the simulations (see Figure

1,1):

(rise) (fall)

P(t)/PL = t/aTL or (TL-t)/(l-u)TL , (1.la)

E(t)/EL = t2/aT~ or l-(TL-t)2/(1-a)T~. (1.lb)

Here PL is the peak laser power, EL iS the total

laser energy, TL z 2EL/PL is the effective pulse-
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duratjon, and aTL Is the rise time to peak pOWer.

Rough account of the spatial distributionof the

laser Intensitywas taken by reducing the values of

PL and EL Incident on a target of radius R by a

Gaussian factor with characteristicwidth u (see

Figure 1.2):

P[(R)/PL=E~(R)/EL= 1 - exp(-2R2/c2) . (1)2)

Most of the simulationsdone for this study

used one of the following sets of laser parameters:

PL=.6TW, EL=.72kJ, TL=2,4ns, u=100pm , (1.3a)

PL=.5TW, EL=,60kJ, TL=2.4ns, u=100pm . (1.3b)

These values were chosen in accordancewith the pre-

vious performanceof the Los Alamostwo-beam C02

laser on flat targets. When Implosionexperiments

were begun, however, it was found that spherical tar-

gets couple with the laser cavity to produce unde-

sirable pre-oscillationwhich can damage the targets

before the main pulse arrives, This necessitated

lowering the operating level of the laser to the

following values:

PLQ,4TW, EL~,48kJ,TL~2.4ns, uQIOOpm , (1.3c)

In addition, a saturable absorber (SF6) was inserted
in front of the target chamber reducing the on-target

power still further,

Rather than re-run all the simulationswith a

different laser source, the scaling of performance

with incident power was determined for one target.

This scaling could then be used to extrapolate the

code predictionsfor comparisonwith the lower-power

experimentaldata currently available.

, , I , , t

I “.-
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Fig. 1.1. Laser temporal pulse shape.

The remaining sections of this report summarize

the detailed results of the simulations, Section II

discusses the predicted neutron yields and scaling,

Section III discusses the calculated hard X-ray and

electron spectra, and Section IV discusses the cal-

culated soft X-ray emissions from these targets. The

available experimentalresults are given for compari-

son, but since only a fraction of the implosionson

the two-beam C02 laser have been simP~e shells$
insufficientdata exist at this time for a definitive

evaluation of the predictive power of LASNEX.

II. CALCULATEDNEUTRON PRODUCTION

The predominantnuclear reaction in a OT gas fs

O+T+n+a, so the number of neutrons produced Is an

accurate indicationof the extent of fusion burn

achieved in a target, Figures II.1 -5 show the cal -

culated neutron yields for various target and laser

parameters. Because of uncertaintiesin the laser

characteristicsand target physics, the absolute

numbers of neutrons predicted are not likely to be

very accurate. However, the relative trends shown

by the curves should be fairly reltable. As experi-

mental data are accumulatedon the two-beam C02

laser, the code can be modified to improve its ab-

solute accuracy,

Figure 11,1 illustratesthe scallng of neutron

yield with pulse rise time to peak power. Simula-

tions were done for aTL=.16,.24,.32,,40nswith the

other laser parameters fixed at the values given in
(1.3a). Curves are plotted for the two initial

target radii R1=45 and 75vm, and the respective cOr-

rected peak powers were P~.20 and .40TW. Also, the

aspect ratio was R1/AR=75~ the DT fil1 pressure

10 atm, and the absorption fraction was 6=.10.

dashed and solid curves distinguish between the

I , 1 , , I
I —

-—- - —--— - --- --

I
I

0 I 2
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Fig, 1.2, Laser spatial pulse shape.
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supra-thermalgeneration temperatures (A.l,2), and

it is seen that the results for the second formula

with Y--36 are closely approximatedby results for

the first formula with y=3 to 5. All curves show a

trend toward increasedyield as rise time is de-

creased. The current best estimate of the rise time

of the two-beam C02 laser pulse is .20ns,

Figure 11.2 illustratesthe scaling of neutron

yield with initial target radius, Simulationswere

done for R1=45,60,75,90,105um,with the aspect ratio

fixed at R1/AR=75, The curves on the left half cor.

respond to the laser parameters (1.3a)with the in-

dicated rise times, where the DT fill pressure was

10 atm, and the absorption fraction B=.1O, The

curves on the right half correspond to the laser

parameters (1.3b) with the indicated fill pressures

and absorptionfractions, where the rise time was

aTL=.16ns. All these simulationsused the laser-

power correction (1.2) with u=100pm and the supra-

therrrralgeneration temperature (A.2) with ‘:=-36.

Note that the optimum radius is near R1=90~m, but

the yield varies little between R1=75 ar.d105pm,

Figure 11.3 illustratesthe scaling of neutron

yield with initial DT fill pressure. Simulations

were done for the pressures 1.0, 3.2, 10, 32, 100

atm. The curves correspond to the laser parameters
(1.3b)with the indicatedabsorption fractions,where

the rise time was aTL=.16ns, the initial radius was

0.16 024 0.32 0.40 0.48 0 5s

a TL (ns)

Neutrons produced vs. pulse rise time.

R1=7~m, and the aspect ratio was R1/AR=75. The

corrected peak laser power was P[=.333Tw, and the

supra-thermalgeneration temperature (A.2) was used

with Y=-36, All curves show a trend toward in-

creased yield as the fill pressure is decreased,

The 10% absorption cases were also run with

the DT frozen on the inside of the glass shell, and

the results are plotted as the dashed curve. Note

the curious prediction that solidifying the fuel re-

duces the yield for initial pressures less than

15 atm. It has not yet been determined if this is

a real effect or just an inaccuracy in the simula-

tions. For higher pressures, the predictedyield

is substantiallyincreased (e.g,, by a factor of

15 at 100 atm,) by solidifying the fuel. However,

it appears that with the present lasers, the maxi-

mum benefits should be obtained by simply going to

lower-pressuregas-filled shells.

Figure 11.4 illustratesthe scaling of neutron

yield with absorption fraction. Simulationswere

done for B=.05, .10, .20, .40. The initial DTfjll

pressures were as indicated,and the other para-

meters were the same as those described for Fig.

11.3. The yield scales roughly as 63”3, so the

absorption fraction is an important parameter to

2
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Fig. 11.1. Fig. 11,2, Neutrons produced vs. target radius.
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Fig. 11.3. Neutrons produ~ed vs. DT f111 pressure.

deterinine. Particle-in-cellcode simulations in

planar geometry give a range 13~.3-.5depending on

the polarization,incidenceangle, and intensityof

the laser light,g Experimentsat Los Alamos have

partially confirmed this by measuring &.45 fofOC02

laser light normally incident on flat targets.

These results don’t directly apply to spherical tar-

gets, however, so further experimentsare planned

for the near future.

Figure 11,5 illustratesthe scaling of neutron

yield with peak laser power. Simulationswere done

for P~.25, 1.0, 4.0, 16TW, with fixed pulse dura-

tion TL=2.4ns and rise time aTL=.24ns. rhe initial

target radius was R1=75pm, the aspect ratio was

R1/AR=75, the fill pressure was 1 atm, and the ab-

sorption fraction was s=.20. The supra-thermalgen-

eration temperature (A.2) was used with y=-36, and

the correction factor (1.2) relating the above val-

ues of P[ to PL was 2/3 correspondingto @lO~m.

The yield scales roughly as (P~)2-8 between .25 and

1.OTW, so a factor of 2 change in power causes a

factor of ‘7 change in yield. This allows the pre-

dictions of the target simulations to be compared

with experimentsdone at different power levels.

In January of 1977 a series of target experi-

ments was begun on the Los Alamos two-beam C02 laser.

los- 1 I
e-

CITL.2). !6 ns
2 -

Rx= 75pm Iatm.fill
108

;;!:

—

3.2 atmfill

10 atm. fill
10

Nn ‘

10’2

5

,.5

5

RESONANCE ABSORPTION FRACTION

Fig. 11.4. Neutrons produced vs. resonance absorp-
tion fraction.
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Fig. 11.5. Neutrons produced vs. peak laser power,

Although this series is not devoted solely to spheri-

cal implosions,more than 50 OT-filled glass shells

have been shot. However, many of these contained

complex structuresnot modeled in the one-dimension-

al simulations, so only 13 good shots are currently

available for direct cmnparisonwith the LASNEX pre-

dictions reported here.

.
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These 13 shots can be divided into two groups

whose propertiesare summarized in Table 11,1 along

with a LASNEX simulation result. The listed uncer-

tainties are the standard deviations of the data, ex-

cept that the neutron-yielddeviationswere divided

by the square root of the numbers of shots to give

the estimated uncertaintiesof the group means. The

LASNEX simulationyield was obtained from Fig. 11.4

by lowering the 10-atm curve by a factor (.25/.5)2”8

to correct for the reduced laser power in accordance

with Fig. 11.5. Thevalue 6=.16 was chosen to fit

the experimentalneutron yields. Clearly, these data

are insufficientto allow a detailed evaluation of

the LASNEX simulations,but they do appear to be con-

sistent with the predictions.

Group 1

Group 11

LASNEX

TABLE tI.1

COMPARISONOF EXPERIMENTALANO
THEORETICAL NEUTRON YIELDS

-!-
! Shots Rr(pm)

6 75.8+0.8

J 98.5tl.8

(8=,16) 75.0

AR(um) Fill (atm) PL(TU) Nn(105n)

l.oio.l 10 .245*,058 1.36*0.44

0,8f0,1 10 .240*.054 1.36*0,76

1,0 10 .25 1.3s

III. CALCULATEDHARD X-RAY AND HOT-ELECTRON
PRODUCTION

Both theoreticaland experimentalevidence8,9

indicate that the interactionof a high-intensity

laser with a plasma produces a supra-thermalelec-

tron component. In LASNEX such a component is gen-

erated at the critical density surface with a Max-

wellian energy distributionat a temperaturee

given by either (Al) or (A.2). The latter pr~-

scription for OH is favored at Los Alamos since it

includes the explicit dependence on laser intensity

I, laser wavelength A, and background electron tem-

perature 9C. The exponents in (A.2) were determined

from particle-in-cellcode simulations in which the

predominant laser-plasmainteractionwas resonance

absorption.9

The chief experimentaldiagnostics available

for the study of hot electrons are ion, electron,

and hard X-ray spectra. The last of these is the

simplest to obtain experimentally,so for compari-

son. the time-integratedhard X-ray spectra were

calculated for each LASNEX simulation done for this

study.

Figures 111,1,2 show examples for a simulation

using the laser parameters (1.3b) with a rise time

aTL=.16ns. The target radius was R1=9@m, the as-

pect ratio was R1/AR=75, the fill pressure was 10

atm, and the absorption fraction was I3=,1O. The

effective peak power (correctedby (1.2) with

u=100um) was .4TW correspondingto IX2G.44X10’7

W vm2/c*2. The supra.thermalgeneration temperature

(A.2) was used with y=-36. Note that the hard X-ray

spectra are well fit by straight lines whose slopes

give a temperaturewhich varied from 12keV at .2ns

(near peak laser power) to 13keVat2.4ns (near

laser shut-off), The X-ray temperatureat 2.4ns

remained in the range 14*lkeV when the absorption

fraction was varied from ,05 to .40.

Figures 111.3,4 show the instantaneouselec-

tron spectra produced at two times in the simulation

described above. The straight-linefits give a tem-

perature which varies from 24keV at Q,2ns to 13keV

at 2.4ns. Clearly, the peak instantaneouselectron

temperaturescan be considerably hotter than the

time-averagedvalues derived from the integrated

hard X-ray spectra.

Figure 111.5 shows a composite plot of many ex-

perimentallydetermined hot-electrontemperatures

reported in the literature by laser groups around

the world.g Data are included for both 1.06pm and

10,6~m wavelengths and both ion and hard X-ray mea-

surements. Note that when plotted versus the para-

meter IA2, the data are reasonably consistent with

a single curve whose slope varies from $at 10W in-

tensity to ~at high intensity. The break in the

curve occurs just where the laser ponderomotive

force becomes large enough to significantlysteepen

the plasma density profile. The particle-in-cell

code simulation point at 1A2=1016 ~.pm2,cm2 is seen

to be in good agreement with the experiments.g Fur-

thermore, the temperature of -14keV derived from

the time-integratedX-ray spectra calculated by the

LASNEX simulationsdescribed above is also seen to

be in good agreement with the data at the.appropri-

ate mean value 1A2=.22X1017W.um2/cm2. Indeed, this

was the motivation for the choicey=-36.

5
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Iv. CALCULATEDSOFT X-RAY PRODUCTION

The final diagnostic simulated In this study was

the soft X-ray emission. Each LASNEX run produced an

output file which could be postprocessed by a code

TDG (developed by Hank Shay at Lawrence Livermore

Laboratory) to generate a soft X-ray spectrum, power

time profile, and pinhole picture. This code allows

arbitrary filter functions and resolutionsto be

specified,and the pinhole ptctures can be either

time-integratedor time-resolved.

For this simulation series, a 12.7pm beryllium

filter was chosen, where the corresponding X-ray

transmission function is shown in Fig. IV.1. Fil-

tered X-ray spectra, power profiles, and time-inte-

grated pinhole pfctures were then generated for each

target studied. Figures IV.2-4 show examples for a

simulation using the laser parameters (1.3b) with a

rise time of .16ns. The target radius was R1=9@m,

the aspect ratio was R1/AR=75, and the fill pressure

was 10 atm. The effective peak power (corrected by

(1.2) with o=100um) was .4TkJ, and the supra-thermal

generation temperature (A.2) was used with Y=-36.

Computer runs were done for the four absorption

fractions S=.05, .10, .20, .40.

Figures lV.2-4 illustrate three basic trends in

the calculated soft X-ray emission as absorption

fraction

(i)

increases: _

the continuum free-bound emission (above

2.4 keV) increases relative to the line

emission (see Fig. IV.2);

1.0

z aa -
g
t-
0
a
m
u. 06 -

z
o
G
~
~ og .
z
a
E

0.2 -

60 20 4.0 60 ao 10.0
PHOTON ENERGY (keV)

Fig. IV.1, 0.5 mil Be filter transmission function.

(ii)

(ill)

the early-time peak tn the power profile in-

creases relative to the late-time peak

(see Fig. IV.3);

the inner peak in the pinhole picture den-

sitometer trace increases relative to the

outer peak (see Fig. IV.4).

These trends should provide useful consistency checks

for the absorption fraction as measured by other

methods,

Figure IV.5 shows an experimentall.v obtained

pinhole picture densitometer trace for one of the

Group I shots suinnarized in Table 11.1. The laser

power for this shot was .268TW, and the neutron

yield was 1.2x105. The trace Illustrates three fea-

tures which are typical of the pinhole pictures of

implosions on the Los Alamos two-beam c02 laser:

(i) a central spot of radius -lopm; (ii) an inner

ring of radius -20pm; and (iii) an outer ring of

radius --100um. The second and third features agree

qualitativelywith the calculated traces shown in

Figs. IV.4a,b, although the positions of the rings

relative to the initial target radius are somewhat

different, However, the small central spot observed

experimentallyis not reproduced by the LASNEX sim-

ulations. This leads one to suspect that some anoma-

lous process, such as fuel-pusher mix or shell break-

up, is allowing hot high-Z material to reach the tar-

get center. This phenomenon requires further study.
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APPENDIX A

PHYSICAL MODEL IN LASNEX

LASNEX is a Lagranglan fluid-dynamicscode de-

veloped at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory to simulate

laser-initiatedfusion designs.11 Basically, the code
employs a two-temperatureone-fluid description of

an electron-iongas heated by an external laser

source. Viscous and conductive transport processes

for both the electrons and ions are modeled, and in

the two-dimensionalaxi-synsnetricmode, the effects

of self-generatedor external magnetic fields can be

included. The code calculates classical transport

coefficientswith constraints imposed to prevent the

free-streamingflux limits frcm being exceeded.

Ideal-gasequations-of-stateare used for the ions,

while tabulatedThomas-Fermi-Diracequations-of-state

are used for the electrons. The local instantaneous

ionizationstates are determined from an equilibrium

Saha equation.

Superimposedon the Lagrangianelectron-ion

fluid are three non-thermalparticle components. The

first is composed of burn products generated by ther-

monuclear fusion. The code calculates rates for all

fusion reactions involvingdeuterium, tritium, and

helium, The charged nuclei produced can be deposited

locally, allowed to escape, or transported by single-

or multi-group flux-limiteddiffusion.

The second non-thermalcomponent is composed of

X-rays generated by free-free, free-bound, and bound-

bound electron transitions. Emissivitiesand opaci-

ties are calculated assuming hydrogenic electron

states populated in accordancewith local thermody-

namic equilibrium. The X-rays are transported by

multi-group flux-limiteddiffusion.

The third non-thermalcomponent is composed of

electrons generated by anomalous absorption of high-

intensity light from the external laser source.

These electrons are transportedby multi-group flux-

limited diffusion subject to collisionaland electro-

magnetic influencesof the background electron-ion

fluid.

The light from the external laser source is ab-

sorbed by Inverse.bremsstrahlunguntil it reaches a

critical-densitysurface at which the local plasma

frequency equals the light frequency. At such a sur-

face a fraction (1-6) of the light intensity is re-

flected, and the rest is dumped into the electrons

to simulate anomalous absorption (see discussion be-

low). In the Los Alamos version of LASNEX the light

intensity is enhanced near a critical surface in ac-

cordance with the local plasma dielectric constant,

and the ponderomotiveforce exerted by the light is

included in an attempt to model the density-profile

steepeningobserved in particle-in-cell code

simulations.
9

The fraction !3of light intensity absorbed anoma-

lously at a critical surface is used to elevate ther-

mal electrons up into the supra-thermal component

mentioned previously. The supra-thermalelectrons

are generated with an isotropic Maxwellian energy

distributionwhose temperature is determined by

either of two prescriptions:

eH = Yec , Y>o

v2(~x2) 1/4
eH = -yeC , y<o .

(A,l)

(A.2)

Here y is an input constant, eH and 13Care the res-

pective temperatures (keV) of the hot and cold elec-

tron components, and I and X are the respective in-

tensity (1017W/cm2)and wavelength (pm) of the laser

light.

The first prescription (Al) for the supra-ther-

mal electron generationwas developed at Lawrence

Livermore Laboratory to model instabilityabsorp-

tion,8,11 and reasonable agreement with experiments

is achieved with the choice Y=4. The second pre-

scription (A.2) was developed at Los Alamos Scienti-

fic Laboratory to model resonance absorption,gand

reasonable agreement with experiments (for IX2>10
15

W.pm2/cm2) is achieved with the choice y=-36.

9
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